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Overview
Our group conducted a survey of beaver activity and avian species presence on Beaver
Creek in Troutdale, Oregon, from April 17, 2018 through May 15, 2018. Our purpose was to
document any signs of activity present by beavers residing in the stream reaches and to also
document the avian species present along the reaches.

Summary
We began our survey on the MHCC Campus on April 17, 2018 at 13:10. We entered Beaver
Creek and waded through until reaching areas that were inaccessible. We then walked along
the upper stream bank until we found a safe place to re-enter the creek. Some of the first
signs we noticed appeared to be older, possibly from the previous year. These included chew
marks on several branches and trees.
Each section took several hours to walk through, so we had to break up the time into two
different days for each walkthrough.
The second area surveyed on April 24, 2018, runs from SE Stark St. to Glenn Otto Park,
where Beaver Creek meets the Sandy River. There was one area near Glenn Otto Park,
where access was through private property. We asked the homeowner for permission to
enter there and he was happy to oblige. He also told us there was a dam at this point that
someone had removed. He didn’t know who had removed it, but we did see evidence of a
previous dam here.
After these two surveys we waited for two weeks before returning for the second round. On
May 8, 2018, we started again in the creek near Cochran Rd. following it through the MHCC
Campus to Stark St. and the new culvert addition. The second survey of Section B was done
on May 15, 2018.

Site Location:
Legal Description: Runs through the middle of Section 36 T1N, R3E and Section 1 T1S, R3E.
Elevation Range: 200 to 300 feet above sea level
County: Multnomah
Beaver Creek is located in Troutdale, Oregon. For the purpose of this project we separated Beaver
Creek into two reaches. Reach “A” begins right off of the intersection of S Troutdale Road and SE
Cochran Road. This reach then continues north near the intersection of S Troutdale Road and SE
Stark Street. Reach “B” begins on the north side of SE Stark Street near its intersection with S
Troutdale Road and continues up near Glenn Otto Park, where Beaver Creek crosses under SE
Jackson Park Road.
Site Description:
Vegetation along both reaches of Beaver Creek consist of the same species with the main difference
being a greater volume of residential/development areas near the creek in reach B. The tree species
along Beaver Creek consist of Douglas fir (Pseudotsuga menziesii), red alder (Alnus rubra), western
redcedar (thuja plicata), bigleaf maple (Acer macrophyllum), black cottonwood (Populus trichocarpa),
and willow (Salix sp.). The understory in this area is quite abundant and consists of a wide variety of
species including Indian plum (Oemleria cerasiformis), western sword fern (Polystichum munitum),
red huckleberry (Vaccinium parvifolium), salmonberry (Rubus spectabilis), thimbleberry (Rubus
parviflorus), stinging nettle (Urtica dioica), skunk cabbage (Symplocarpus foetidus), Himalayan
blackberry (Rubus armeniacus), red-oiser dogwood (Cornus sericea), licorice fern (Polypodium
glycyrrhiza), and wild cucumber (Marah sp.) . Soil in this area consists of both loam and silt loam
soils.
Much of the land surrounding Beaver Creek is managed by Metro or the City of Troutdale, with
around 20% of the surrounding land under private ownership.

Areas of Concern:
Garbage is the largest concern we found throughout and near Beaver Creek.
•
•
•
•

There was a concerning number of car tires in and around the creek. We came across a tire,
or group of tires, at least every quarter mile.
An abandoned campsite remains in the forest surrounding Beaver Creek. This campsite
consisted of waste such as old blankets, pillows, and trash.
Various trash was found in and around the creek including wrappers and single-use water
bottles.
Hazardous waste, more specifically a needle was found on the side of the creek.

Invasive species (Himalayan blackberry).
•

Himalayan blackberry was found along some of the banks of Beaver Creek. Himalayan
blackberry doesn’t have the deep stabilizing roots of native riparian vegetation in the area.
This Himalayan Blackberry is a concern because it may promote erosion in the area.

Figure 1: Tires abandoned in riparian area by
Beaver Creek.

Figure 2: Needle left by stream.

Figure 3: Abandoned campsite.

Procedures

Definition of Stream Reaches
Our group has defined two definite stream reaches of Beaver Creek, which is a tributary of
the Sandy River, from which we surveyed and collected our data. Section A encompasses
the reach that flows through the Mt. Hood Community College (MHCC) campus grounds
located in the ‘back 40’. Stream reach A ends at the newly placed culvert that runs south to
north under SE Stark St. Stream reach B starts on the other side of this culvert and ends at
Glenn Otto Park, near the confluence with the Sandy River.
This stream reach starts (in our case) at a cement structure just north of residential property
on the north side of SE Cochran Rd. Our initial staging point for stream reach A was on the
corner of SE Cochran Rd and S Troutdale Rd. After leaving our vehicle at this location, we
hiked west of this point to our start point, the cement structure overhanging Beaver Creek.
We decided to start at this point to avoid conflict with the person(s) who owned the property
to the south.
Stream reach B was accomplished by arriving at Glenn Otto Park via automobile and
walking/wading along/in the stream to the MHCC campus to the south. Initially our start
point was Glenn Otto Park, with our end being the culvert.

Beaver Signs/Activity
Our group initially had difficulty in discerning what beaver signs were worth recording, and
which signs were not worth recording. It is highly advised that a survey group conduct a
small amount of research to help identify what beaver signs look like, where they can be,
and how to properly investigate these signs. For instance, if a possible lodge is found, the
group should take a ‘break’ at this location and look for signs that coincide with the finding
of a possible lodge. Signs such as fresh beaver chew, or freshly downed woody debris, scent
mounds within close proximity, etc. A simple web search of reputable sources may provide a
wealth of knowledge on this topic that may apply to this survey.

Equipment Needed
For three group members to successfully complete surveys on both stretches of Beaver
Creek, a multitude of gear can be considered quite essential. Firstly, waders that go over the
hips are a great idea as the water ranges from ankle deep to that of mid chest area. While
getting wet is a minor obstacle in an endeavor such as this, it can be quite discomforting
after a while and may ruin the trip. Aside from this, many locations of the reaches are
tedious to trudge into and may cause surveyors to sink to an alarming depth. Waders
prevent a myriad of disasters from occurring in terms of self-comfort during surveying.

Secondly, items for documentation are a necessity as surveyors may encounter many
different spots in which signs of activity may be present. For this, a clipboard, paper on
which to write on, bold markers for writing, and some sort of photographic device
(smartphone is easily the best choice) to capture the locations marked with the marker and
paper on clipboard. This simple act of documentation in conjunction with a GPS capable
device where coordinates can be recorded of the locations where pictures were captured
makes analyzing the data in the future comparatively easier than trying to remember. For
our GPS capture, we used an application on the smartphone called ‘Mapit GIS’. This simple
application allows for the user to turn on their GPS setting in the smartphone and make
points on the map represented through the application. When pulling the information from
the application later, the user can ‘screenshot’ the images with points recorded for creation
of maps, or other types of interpretation.
Another aspect of documentation is that of the avian survey. For our group’s avian survey,
instead of doing avian point counts, we recorded whether a species was observed to be
present or not. An avian point count in the traditional sense means that the surveyor will
have to arrive at a location, wait for the birds to settle down due to human activity, and then
they start their point count for five minutes and then document their findings. In our groups
experience, this simply was not feasible. Therefore it is recommended that should an avian
survey be conducted, it be on the basis of whether or not a species is present or not. This is
much easier and can be done on the move while looking for signs of beaver activity. Another
application to aid in the process would be the ‘Merlin Bird ID’ application. This application is
developed by the Cornell Lab of Ornithology and is very reliable. This application has sounds,
pictures, and other forms of media to help identify local species. However, make sure this
application is downloaded with the birds specific to your area of survey (such as US: West
Coast) before heading out for a survey. There are various books that can also be substituted
for this purpose as well.
Orange vests/shirts should be worn with waders while surveying. This can help people
around you understand that you are not trespassing or that you have other ill intentions. If
an individual does approach during your survey, simply explain to them what you are doing
at that location. If conflict arises, then leave the area.
The individual person should also bring items for nourishment. During surveying
temperatures may rise to the 80’s, and even higher. With the combination of waders, your
documentation gear, and other items, 80°F may feel like 95°F as a backpack will prevent
much needed airflow and the waders will act as another form of insulation. To combat this,
know what the weather will be like days in advance and pack accordingly. It is
recommended to bring extra drinking water in a sealed container (preferably 50% ice so that
it may melt as you consume and stay cool, keeping yourself cool), as well as protein rich
foods, like those one consumes during a hike for example. Sunscreen, a long sleeve shirt,
and a hat are also recommended to keep the sun from burning your skin.
Optional, however highly recommended items include, binoculars to help identify avian
species, and a machete. The machete will be invaluable in certain cases. Our group
immediately encountered fields of Urtica dioica, or Stinging nettle, that needed to be

removed from our path before we were able to start our initial survey. Waterproofing your
gear can also be a great advantage to safeguarding your belongings. In many instances our
group encountered obstacles that jeopardized our gear, which could have resulted in
damage to our belongings from the water.
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Beaver Activity: Analysis of Findings

The first walk through revealed many signs of previous beaver activity. Evidence found
consisted of chewed trees, branches, bank lodges and stick piles. There were also what
appeared to be scent mounds and some indication of more recent activity, such as chew
marks that seemed fresher. We found mostly raccoon tracks throughout the area. There
were some places that seemed to have bank lodges, but we couldn’t tell if they were being
used or if they were from the previous year. The signs we found were most definitely
indicative of previous beaver presence. (Fig. 1-6)

[Fig. 1 Chewed branch]

[Fig. 2 downed tree from chewing]

[Fig. 3 Chew marks on tree trunk]

[Fig. 4 Possible scent mound]

[Fig. 5 Possible bank lodge]

[Fig. 6 Previous year beaver chew on tree]

The second walk through showed more recent evidence. We were very excited to find a
freshly made stretch of willow branches across the creek. This was our best find yet.
Although we found numerous tracks from raccoons, deer, coyote, large birds, and even a
cougar, we found a track that appears to be beaver and not raccoon. This was found near
the new willow branch activity.

Evidence of beaver activity. This
was new from our previous walk
through.

We believe these tracks
were beaver and much
different from the
raccoon tracks we found.

webbing

Other signs:
Possible bank lodges

Slide Marks

AVIAN PRESENCE DATA SHEET
Names: William McDonald, Cristin Ellis, Pam Davis
Beaver Creek-Troutdale, Oregon
SPECIES PRESENCE

Date: 4/17/18 to
5/15/18
OBSERVATION
TYPE

American Crow

Sound

American Robin

Sighted

Anna’s Hummingbird

Sighted

Bald Eagle

Sighted +
Nest

Black-capped Chickadee

Sighted

Cedar Waxwing

Sighted

Downey Woodpecker

Sighted

Great Horned Owl w/young

Sighted

Mallard/pair

Sighted

Northern Flicker

Sighted

Peregrine Falcon

Sighted

Pileated Woodpecker

Sound

Red-tailed Hawk

Sighted

Spotted Towhee

Sound

Stellars Jay

Sound

Turkey Vulture

Sighted

Warbler spp.

Sighted

Wood Duck

Sighted

Yellow-rumped Warbler

Sighted

Great Horned Owl with 2 visible
young

Bald Eagle nesteagle was present

Wildlife Observed:
While conducting our surveys on Beaver Creek we did encounter a few wildlife species, aside from
the species we were surveying for, that we felt were worthy of noting.
•
•
•
•

On day one of our surveys we came across a group of 3 foraging deer in section A.
Throughout our surveys, we discovered many raccoon tracks.
Crawdads were sighted in a few areas.
An ammocoete swam by us as we were wading.

Figure 4: Ammocoete.

Figure 5: Crawdad.

Figure 6: Deer in brush near reach A.

Recommendations

Our groups recommendations to a successful survey of beaver activity in Beaver Creek are
that we would advise extreme caution during the second half of stream reach B (Glenn Otto
to Stark St). This area proved to be treacherous for all involved due to traversing large
boulders and areas of water that were both shallow and deep in the next step. This
essentially slowed our group to a crawl. Additional time was required with each individual
step to avoid personal injury, all the while looking for signs of beaver activity on both sides of
the bank. Our group started our survey of stream reach B at approximately 1:00 pm at Glenn
Otto Park and did not return to MHCC campus until roughly 6:30 pm that night. It is
recommended that future groups either dedicate more time to this event and prepare
accordingly or eliminate the middle section entirely from their survey. As mentioned prior,
this area can be extremely treacherous, and with the addition of foul weather would certainly
make this area even more so.

Date: 17 APR 18

Surveyors: Pam,
Reach: A:
Start: 1300
End: 1700
Cristin, William
MHCC
Field Notes: Overcast with sun spots, high water in some areas. Questions answered with a “Y” are the equivalent to a yes, “N” are the
equivalent to a no, and are intentionally left blank as a response of “undecided/unsure”.

Y
N
N
Notes: A1: Chewed Thuja plicata
Y
Y
N
Notes: B1: Beaver site

Y
Y
Notes: A3: Beaver sign

Y

N

N

N

Notes: H1 Homeless activity
Y
Y
Notes: B3: Beaver site

N

N

Y

Y

Appx. Water Height Different
(ft)

Dam Intact (holding water)?

85/10/5

Dam Active (fresh material)?

% Composition (Wo/Mu/Gr):

Y
Y
Y
Y
W/M
Notes: B2: Beaver site, A2: Beaver sign

Dam w/ large wood present
(>6”)?

Dam Composition (wood,
mud, grass):

Dam Present?

Lodge present?

Scent mound
Present?

Canal
Present?

E
Lat: 45.513989
Lon: -122.39143
F
Y
Y
Lat: 45.516610
Lon: -122.38968

Beaver chew
Present?

Bank tunnel
Present?

Mud slide(s)
Present?

Location Letter

A
N
N
Lat: 45.511073
Lon: -122.39165
B
Y
Lat: 45.511564
Lon: -122.39212
C
N
Y
Lat: 45.511790
Lon: -122.39206
D
Y
Lat: 45.513467
Lon: -122.39123

Date: 24 APR 18

Surveyors: Pam,
Reach: B: Stark
Start: 1300
End: 1830
Cristin, William
to Glen Otto
Field Notes: Extremely rough terrain in 2nd half of stream reach. Starting at Glen Otto, exiting near Stark St. Questions answered with a
“Y” are the equivalent to a yes, “N” are the equivalent to a no, and are intentionally left blank as a response of “undecided/unsure”.

Notes: In front of residential property, owner claims “people” arrived and removed a “beaver damn” recently

Notes: Bald eagle nest site (mated pair)
Y
Y
N
N
Notes: B1: Possible build site, above and below water line
Y

Y

Notes: B2: Beaver site

Y

N

Appx. Water Height Different
(ft)

Dam Intact (holding water)?

Dam Active (fresh material)?

Dam w/ large wood present
(>6”)?

% Composition (Wo/Mu/Gr):

Dam Composition (wood,
mud, grass):

Dam Present?

Lodge present?

Scent mound
Present?

Canal
Present?

Lat: 45.527297
Lon: -122.38017

Beaver chew
Present?

Bank tunnel
Present?

Mud slide(s)
Present?

Location Letter

G
Lat: 45.533251
Lon: -122.37900
H
Lat: 45.535981
Lon: -122.37860
I
N
Y
Lat: 45.527770
Lon: -122.37995
J
Y

Date: 8 MAY 18

Surveyors: Pam,
Reach: A:
Start: 1300
End: 1600
nd
Cristin, William
MHCC (2 )
Field Notes: Positive ID on beaver activity (2B). Questions answered with a “Y” are the equivalent to a yes, “N” are the equivalent to a no,
and are intentionally left blank as a response of “undecided”.

Y

Notes: 2A: Beaver den
Y
Y
Y
Y
W
100/0/0
Notes: 2B: Fresh beaver signs (building of dam)

N

Y

N

Appx. Water Height Different
(ft)

Dam Intact (holding water)?

Dam Active (fresh material)?

Dam w/ large wood present
(>6”)?

% Composition (Wo/Mu/Gr):

Lat: 45.515797
Lon: -122.39113
N
Y
Lat: 45.516260
Lon: -122.39064

Dam Composition (wood,
mud, grass):

Y

Dam Present?

Canal
Present?

Y

Lodge present?

Beaver chew
Present?

Y

Scent mound
Present?

Bank tunnel
Present?

Mud slide(s)
Present?

Location Letter
M

Date: 15 MAY 18

Surveyors: Cristin,
Reach: B: Stark
Start: 1300
End: 1700
William
to Glen Otto
Field Notes: No other signs of beaver activity were observed at this time. Questions answered with a “Y” are the equivalent to a yes, “N”
are the equivalent to a no, and are intentionally left blank as a response of “undecided”.

Appx. Water Height Different
(ft)

Dam Intact (holding water)?

Dam Active (fresh material)?

Dam w/ large wood present
(>6”)?

% Composition (Wo/Mu/Gr):

Dam Composition (wood,
mud, grass):

Dam Present?

Lodge present?

Notes: N/A

Scent mound
Present?

Canal
Present?

Beaver chew
Present?

Bank tunnel
Present?

Mud slide(s)
Present?

Location Letter

Lat: 45.
Lon: -122.

Works Referenced:
https://multco.us/file/18541/download
http://www.ci.troutdale.or.us/wastewater/documents/stormdrainageplan_final.pdf
http://www3.multco.us/H5V/?viewer=SAIL

